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Editorial.

First of all, apologies for the error(s) in the last issue.  I found the reason
that there were lines missing from the end of the piece on digital photos
and hope I can avoid it happening again!  It is reprinted in full in this
issue.

You will find an article from Barbara and me that we hope you’ll find
of some interest.  I also hope it will serve as encouragement to others to
send in their own articles, be they about holidays, work, family - any-
thing that may interest members.  As long as it’s not libellous!

When I asked Alf, on taking over, how often I should publish, he re-
plied, “As and when!” and really, that just confirmed what I thought.

Apart from the reports of meetings and the standard front and back cov-
ers, the Newsletter is totally dependent on member contributions.  My
only limit on what to print is that the number of pages has to be divisi-
ble by four!  As you can see, there is an empty page 13 and almost emp-
ty page 15, so your article could have been there!  My contact details
are on the back page or, you can do what Peter did at the July meeting
and hand me a scrap of paper.  It was hand-written but that was no prob-
lem.  I have voice recognition on the computer so his article (page 4)
took only a few seconds (well, about a minute) and was ready to put on
the page.
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Where did we come from and where are we going?

The Cumbria Woodturners group first evolved from a group of wood-
turners getting together at *Merryll Saylan's workshop in Grizedale dur-
ing her years residency in 1990. Our first AGM was held in April 1991,
as a branch of the AWGB, at Furness College in Barrow where we took
our first opportunity of showing our work to the public. To give our
group identity one of the first competitions held was to design a logo.
Of the many designs submitted the members chose the one, still in use
today, by an ex member John Jagger of Santon Bridge. Since the outset
I was involved with many of the foundation group for guiding what was
a completely new venture to the present day stable and active group of
fellow woodturners. Our early days saw us looking for a permanent
meeting venue. The first meetings were held at Grizedale Forest craft
centre under Merryll's leadership and then at Tony Caplin's various
workshops. We then enjoyed periods at The Brewery Centre in Kendal,
Boundary Bank Workshops, AP Kendal and Kendal Tools for a few
memorable demonstrations by internationally known 'turners and others.
Our thanks to these organisations and demonstrators that aided us
through these formative years.
John Ruskin School workshop at Coniston was then used for over 6
years, which I know was a favourite with some but circumstances such
as changes in workshop layout and increasing cost favoured our change
to 'The Brice Institute' here at Burneside. We have used this venue since
the end of 1999.
To date we have enjoyed watching 51 different demonstrators, of na-
tional or international status, on 82 occasions as well as 22 sessions with
our own members demonstrating. Meetings have changed over the years
with our demonstrations aided first, with the introduction of an over-
head mirror, then video cameras and TV monitor and now a sophisticat-
ed camera and large screen enabling a close up views to all onlookers.
An extensive library of books, videos and tapes is also now available to
all members.
Since the outset an enthusiastic committee has led the Association with
all taking pride in their individual responsibilities. It is also healthy to
see new blood coming in to the committee, as and when required, to
maintain a fresh and representative approach be it sales of abrasives,
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programme arrangements, treasury control, events control, library, pub-
licity, etc., and most important the supply of refreshments.
One other pleasing aspect is the continuation of our annual 'Revolutions'
exhibitions. The first of these in 1992 was held under many different
circumstances, being a commercial agreement with the Coach House
Gallery at Brantwood and lasted for a full month. These days we go it
alone and have found much public appraise for our work and the benefit
of being able to demonstrate our talents as well as providing instruction
and entertainment. The sale of surplus work also provides a substantial
input to bolster our funds and provide some benefit to individuals. This
could not happen without considerable input from a dedicated few.
They organise, demonstrate and supervise the event and in particular
Fred who masterminds the whole affair. Long may it continue!
The above answers some of the questions about where did we come
from but it's now up to the present membership to answer the question
"Where are we going"!

Alf Garner

*Merryll Saylan, our No. I member, featured as the artist- in-residence
at Grisedale Centre 1990 -1991. She is a Californian with degrees in
Design and Arts from UCLA & CSUN and has influenced the wood and
craft communities through herteaching practice, her involvement in nu-
merous arts organisations and through her work being exhibited in
many museums and galleries.

Health and safety clothing???

When I am away travelling on holiday I am always keen to see wood-
work of any sort taking place in other countries stop
so, when I heard a chainsaw in the South of France, I naturally looked to
see what was going on.  It seemed that a few small trees were being
cleared by the river.
Now I don't know what French health and safety recommendations are
for chainsaw safety but the user was wearing a sleeveless T-shirt and
shorts - nothing else.  No shoes, gloves, mask, ear defenders - nothing,
but as far as I could see he still had 10 toes!!
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By now an old favourite, Tracey returned again to give an excellent
demo, enjoyed by 35 people.

He produced three items - a bowl with the edge textured by an Arbotec
cutter, a square edged, textured and coloured bowl and a box.

Tracey is seen on the
right, shaping the
edge - with the Ar-
botech cutter - of the
bowl, finished view
on the left.

The Arbotech work
made any attempt to re-

chuck, by standard means, extremely difficult and
was overcome by Tracey showing us his vacuum
chuck in operation.  This is a chuck from Air
Press, endorsed by Ray Key and reviewed in
WoodTurning, November 2005 and June 2006.  (I have copies of both
of these reviews if anyone wishes to see them).

The demo continued with the production of a textured and coloured,
square bowl.  Naturally, the colour is not at its best here but shows up
well on our website .  Again the texturing was applied with the Ar-

botech.

The demo
was con-
cluded with
the produc-
tion of a
box from a
piece of yew.

July Meeting - demonstration by Tracey Owen
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Many thanks again to Tracey.  He does
say, though, that if anyone has any ideas
to enable him to add something new to
his articles, he’ll be glad to hear them.

His own website is www.tracyowen.com/
The vacuum chuck is at
www.airpress.uk.com/

Ken Davis

A Scottish Holiday - Ken and Barbara.

It could have been noticed, by the very observant, that two faces were
missing from the September
meeting.

We weren’t, though, com-
pletely away from the wood-
working scene, staying as we
were, at the Hardwood Cafe in
Altbea - Ross-shire.  Peter and
Joan Deakin have, as well as
the cafe, a couple of self con-
tained flats they rent on Satur-
day to Saturday lets.  We were
quite happy to be able to return
from a trip out and be able to
look out on a view like this.

Peter has plenty of his work for
sale in their cafe-craft shop,
from beautiful chairs to small
turned toys and gifts.
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Those trips included a drive to
Ullapool, including calling on
Alec and Rosie Mutch at their
woodworking business.  They are
to be found about a mile after
turning onto the Inverness to Ul-

lapool
road at
the
Braemar junction.  Though their sign says
‘woodturning’, Alec does many other wood-
working projects too.  Here he is at the coun-
ter in their shop  Rosie’s usual domain.

We also had a trip to Mellon Charles,
where there is the Aroma Cafe which
also contains a workshop where, on a
previous visit, Barbara did a course
and produced her own, personal per-
fume.  We returned, partly because she
is now friendly with the owners and
partly because they had agreed to produce some soap for her, incorpo-
rating that perfume.

On another day, Barbara having decided that, scent designing having
been a ‘first’, she’d like to find another, previously untried, activity for
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this holiday.  Below is what she
found!  Since she has now decided
to try something new whenever we
have another holiday, I was just a
little surprised when my suggestion
of hang-gliding fell on stony
ground!

(I was appalled at the height of my horse’s saddle - I couldn’t see over it
- until mounted and the half hour ‘initial walk’ was splendid and no af-
ter effects!  B)

Other outings included visiting a weekly sale in Poolewe village hall,
where we met up with a stall-holder, Alan, whom we knew from previ-
ous visits to Ullapool Saturday market (and who is from Preston) We
then had a later trip to his little bric-a-brac “Cabin” on the sea front at
Gairloch.; a wander around Inverewe gardens, involving eying up some
magnificent wood - still flourishing as trees! After this, returning to
‘base’, we decided to explore the hotel just a bit further along from the
Hardwood cafe - the Drumchork Lodge.- our
reason being that we’d heard that the owner
operates his own still!  We found this to be
quite true  - a 40 gallon one (well, two now) -
and were shown round the distillery by the
owner, John.  It costs £5 per head but is a fas-
cinating, hour long chat, carried out at any
time asked for and includes a tasting and dem-
onstration of how to get the best out of drink-
ing it.  That is an eye-opener in itself!

He also does D.I.Y.courses on learning about distilling.  These are over
five days and do cost £1,000!  That, though, includes a stay - Bed,
breakfast and evening meal - and you come away with your own five
litre keg of whisky - and it is really excellent whisky, even when only a
week old!
Having spent our week at Aultbea, we headed south again, but only as
far as Oban, where we stayed a few days - actually north of the Connel
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Bridge, at the Tralee Bay Holiday Camp, owned by long-standing
friends and another place we like very much - returning home on the
Tuesday, much refreshed and not needing another holiday to recuperate!

Websites: www.eweview.com
      www.ullapoolwoodturningcentre.co.uk/
      www.lochewedistillery.co.uk/
      www.gairlochtrekkingcentre.co.uk/
      www.tralee.com/

Details of the Drumchork Lodge Hotel
Distillery.

Written by Ken.  Vetted by Barbara!
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Demonstration by Roger Busfield 20/09/2008.

Roger was asked to stand in at the last minute due to the inca-
pacity of Andy Lodge who had to go into hospital for an op-
eration, so it was with great thanks for him stepping up to the
plate.

Roger demonstrated the methods of “off centre turning”, his
first piece, an off centre candle stick using spalted beech, he
used a ring centre on the tailstock and a long grind spindle
gouge. He explained the way of looking at the “Ghost” image
on the top of the turning item, when completed he applied his
“Jollup” a liberal covering of it, (sealant).

The next piece was also a candle stick but turned on a “ Jean
Francoise Esculin chuck, which has a free moving collet so
you can position the secured piece in any position without
taking it from the chuck. The piece turned was a piece of Yew
wood. He repositioned it at three different angles to give a
nice candlestick , explaining that there is always “ an
OKARD UN” when sanding the back edge of the item, again
applying liberal dollups of “jollup “

The last item was an offcentre scoop, done with pine, the trick
with this was to turn the scoop after turning the handle so that
the handle is flying round just missing your fingers, hollow-
ing out the bowl of the scoop!!!! No, there were no new
words learnt during this piece. Thank you Roger.

Report by Mark Ongley
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A letter from Alf

After I was given a wooden novelty toy it brought to mind that I should
sponsor a ‘CWA Annual Challenge’ to all members. The winner of this
challenge will receive a returnable trophy to be competed for each year
plus a small cash prize.

The subject chosen for our first award will give plenty of scope for your
ideas - namely a toy or puzzle to intrigue or amuse adults as well as
children. The list is endless and can be chosen from such items as skit-
tles, yo-yo’s, puzzles, model vehicles, money or puzzle boxes, puppets,
wheeled toys, animals, tops, household ware, etc., etc.. Plenty of choice
here!

The emphasis will be on the idea and not entirely the quality of turning
but should consist of at least 50% turned work.

As you can see, be you a beginner or a professional you have the same
chance of winning. I encourage you all to have a go!

The winning entry will be decided by the membership voting at the
AGM in April 2009 when we hope to see your work.
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Digital Photos  - Ken Davis

(with apologies to non-geeks!)

While I was editing the website, I was very often very glad of photos
sent to me - particularly if I’d been unable to attend a function to take
any myself.

While, having broadband, it was no problem receiving them, even with
broadband, sending, whatever speed your connection is rated as, is lim-
ited to 512kb/sec (as opposed to speeds in Mb/sec for receiving) and
some of those photos would be sent, straight out of the camera and often
a few Megabytes in size.

The size I used was usually 700 pixels wide at 72 dpi which resulted in
a file size of no more than 150kbytes.   Now, for the newsletter, I need
them to be 300 dpi but they can be grey scale instead of colour, which
results in, as an example, the photo of Simon on page 8 being 240kbyes
- straight from the camera it was 3.23 Mbytes!

OK, I hear you say.  How can I change it?  Well, if you’re not a compu-
ter user, it’s difficult!  If you are, any ‘paint’ program will help - and it
doesn’t need to cost anything.  One very good, free program, is Irfan
view, which can be downloaded from http://www.irfanview.com/and is
just over a 1Mbytes download.

With any of the programs, what to look for in the menu is ‘Image’ and
then ‘Size’ or ‘Resample’.  Click on that and enter the required numbers
- don’t enter a vertical figure but make sure that ‘Preserve aspect ratio’
is ticked.
After that, just open the directory that you’ve saved them in (don’t make
it the same as you loaded them from or, though it gives a warning, you
could over-write your original.), open your mail program and a new
email and just select the image(s) you want to send, hold down the left
mouse button and drag across to the email message window.  Their
names will all then appear in the ‘Attachments’ strip, all ready to Send.
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Please Note: In the last issue, I said that my preference for picture for
the website was 700 pixels wide.  Bill tells me that although he can han-
dle that size, 800 pixels as the largest dimension is his preference.



 Newsletter Editor Ken Davis.  01524 701525

 10, Elmslack Lane, Silverdale, Lancashire.  LA5 0RX

editor@turningcumbria.co.uk

Committee

Chairman Donald Brookes 01768 891380
Secretary* Mark Ongley 01524 833088
Treasurer Tony Dickinson 01524 427558

Committee Members

 Roger Busfield 01524 823692
 Peter Martindale 01539 727187
 Gordon McIver (Programme Sec) 01539 725265

 Peter Osborn 017683 72645
  Lionel Pinchbeck 01524 421927
  Mitch Platt 01539 723421
  Bill Robinson   (Webmaster) 01539 725309
  Fred Singleton 01539 731896

Web-site: www.turningcumbria.co.uk

* Enquiries to the Secretary at 125, Bare Lane
  Morecambe, Lancashire.  LA4 6RP
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